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Easy to use program allows you to view success and
failure logon attempts made by the users of a specific

domain. Set the logon servers (AD or Win2K R2) and list
the workstations for logon monitoring. The application

captures all logons and displays the data in a basic way,
in order to make it more comprehensible for the

administrators. The application generates the reports on
the specified workstations, based on the logon attempts
and the username. Additional reports can be generated

for each workstation, based on the list of domains
present on the monitoring list. Reports can also be

generated for each DC based on the event details, while
the configuration is set to monitor the logon attempts
made by all the DCs, and the monitoring list can be
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included. If you wish to attach several domains to the
monitoring list, AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter Free

Download is capable of showing you detailed data about
all the domains, as well as the users from all the

monitoring lists, if a specified list is selected, including
the monitor list, domain controllers, DC events and

successful logon attempts. The application generates a
basic report, which can be easily read by the

administrators and it can be enhanced through the
configuration of the parameters. The reports can be
generated on the workstation level and the domain

controller level, as well as the list of all the workstations
or all the DCs. Moreover, AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter
allows you to filter the list of domains, based on their

name, Username, all the domain controllers and
configured controllers. It is capable of generating the

reports on the server level, the user level, the login time
and the workstation level for the logon attempt, along
with the name of the user from the domain and the IP

address of the workstation. The configuration is done on
the server side; therefore, the configurations are set on
the same server that is configured to monitor logons,
then they will be visible through the monitoring list of

that server. The log files can be viewed using the
application, or they can be extracted to the specified

location. You can also view the log file on the workstation
side, using the CSV format. Reports can be saved and

exported to the specified location, in order to make them
easy to read and view. The application does not create

any security threats or provide backdoors. Advantages of
AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter: The application monitors
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AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter

AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter is a simple to use, yet
reliable application dedicated to centralizing the data

from users’ workstations. The program can help Active
Directory administrators view reports on the users’ logon
times and whether or not the attempts were successful.
It is a simple security tool for verifying network activity.

Using AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter, Active Directory
administrators can view a full reports of the users who
tried to logon to a specific domain. The report includes

details on the username, logon time, workstation or
authentication. Moreover, the program can reveal failed
logon attempts and help you detect the reasons why a

user could not logon. This way, unauthorized attempts to
access the Active Directory can be revealed and

recorded. AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter can generate
specialized failure reports, due to username, domain
controller or workstation inconsistency. It can detect
whether the password was wrongly entered, if the
account name is disabled, expired or locked. The

application requires installation on a signe station, since
it can centralize data across the network. However, a
client installer is also available and can be installed on

other admin stations, for generating the reports.
AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter can generate the

summaries based on the Domain Controllers events. Of
course, you need to specify the domain controllers

during the configuration of the program. Alternatively,
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you can open the Service Manager component and
modify service, scope and database parameters with a

few mouse clicks. You may also add several new
domains on the monitoring list, by specifying the name,

username, all the domain controllers and configured
controllers. AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter allows you to

effectively monitor the network activity and Active
Directory logon attempts. Source Features: -Complete
reports on the users’ workstations -Display the logon

times -Displays the failed logon attempts -Logs the failed
attempts to Active Directory -Saves all the data in a
database and generates the reports -Generate new

entries for new domains -Saves or clears the data based
on the users’ Username, Domain Controllers -Monitoring
and filtering based on the Domain Controllers -Recording
of the unauthorized logons -Error reports are centralized
-Locked out -Not Locked out -Domain Discovery -Program

interface -Saves the users’ b7e8fdf5c8
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The product’s features: You can check server and
computer events based on the specified monitoring area.
You can monitor user authentication activities. You can
check the Windows and Windows NT operating systems.
You can watch the events of Distributed Network
Authentication. You can view the password changing
events. You can collect the security event log messages.
You can see the failed attempts on the network, by
username, account name, time, workstation or
authentication. You can detect the failed attempt and
record the user’s login details, just by selecting the
corresponding event. You can check the Windows 7 and
Windows Server 2008 operating systems. You can trace
the changes by adding, deleting or modifying DCs. You
can set the working days and hours when to collect the
logon events. You can change the report, by page size
and number of pages. You can generate the reports in
the Word format. You can export the reports in the HTML
format. You can export the reports in the PDF format.
You can generate the reports in CSV format. You can
view the list of the network devices and servers that are
compatible with the program. You can set the logon time
period. You can select the day of the week when to
collect the logon events. You can export the logon event
reports, in the Excel format. You can set the interval
between each of the logon events. You can save the
logon event reports with the specified files. You can set
the number of pages for the logon event reports. You can
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add, delete or modify the monitoring zones. You can
export the server events in the CSV format. You can
export the Windows event log messages in the CSV
format. The components: This software comes with the
following components: Setup files: This software comes
with the Setup files, based on the local computer. The
Setup files enable you to install, uninstall and run the
program without installing it on the server. Client
installer: This software comes with the Client Installer
that enables you to install the software on client
computers. In order to install it, you have to select the
relevant options. Database: This software comes with the
Database, that enables you to store the logon
information and generate the reports. You can view all
the logon events at the same time and generate the
reports. Compatibility: This software can easily run on
the Windows

What's New In AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter?

==================================
======= AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter is a simple to
use, yet reliable application dedicated to centralizing the
data from users’ workstations. The application can help
Active Directory administrators view reports on the
users’ logon times and whether or not the attempts were
successful. It is a simple security tool for verifying
network activity. Using AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter,
Active Directory administrators can view a full reports of
the users who tried to logon to a specific domain. The
report includes details on the username, logon time,
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workstation or authentication. Moreover, the program
can reveal failed logon attempts and help you detect the
reasons why a user could not logon. This way,
unauthorized attempts to access the Active Directory can
be revealed and recorded. AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter
can generate specialized failure reports, due to
username, domain controller or workstation
inconsistency. It can detect whether the password was
wrongly entered, if the account name is disabled, expired
or locked. The application requires installation on a signe
station, since it can centralize data across the network.
However, a client installer is also available and can be
installed on other admin stations, for generating the
reports. AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter can generate the
summaries based on the Domain Controllers events. Of
course, you need to specify the domain controllers
during the configuration of the program. Alternatively,
you can open the Service Manager component and
modify service, scope and database parameters with a
few mouse clicks. You may also add several new
domains on the monitoring list, by specifying the name,
username, all the domain controllers and configured
controllers. AdSysNet AD Logon Reporter allows you to
effectively monitor the network activity and Active
Directory logon attempts. It can gather information in
real time and display both the successful and failed logon
procedures, in separate tables. You may filter the entries
based on usernames, DCs and workstations, in order to
better observe inconsistencies. AdSysNet AD Logon
Reporter is licensed as a Shareware application. The
software is available for testing purpose for 30 days.
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Following requirements must be met to continue using
the software: 1. The application should be installed on a
computer (or different computers) that accesses the
Active Directory. 2. The program should be able to view
the username and password entries on workstation
password table. 3. The program should not be installed
on a workstation that does not access the Active
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System Requirements:

Up to 32-bit systems with SSE2 instruction set support.
Up to 64-bit systems with SSE3 instruction set support.
16 GB of RAM for Pixel Rush (4 GB minimum).
Recommended: at least 2 GB of RAM, with another 1 GB
for general OS and program usage. Check out all the
updates and changes in our New Update Notes! Read the
news to find out how to unlock achievements and other
new stuff. Features: Brand new map. Brand new puzzle.
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